Our Side

by Bob Coburn
The other morning I heard Glenn Beck on his radio program use the term ‘our side’ in regard to a
discussion about FEC rulings. It made me think, what does ‘our side’ mean and represent? And In
order to discuss this intelligently and fairly I guess we also need to know what ‘their side’ means
and what it represents.
I began by considering the audience that listens to Glenn Beck. What kind of person is this? I have to
believe that they would be conservative. He discusses common sense solutions to political and
social ills. I would guess the alternative listener must be fans of not-so-conservative radio talk show
hosts, and those would be people with ideas that match the hosts.
So their side would be the side that would venerate the lawyer Michael Avenatti who represented
Stormy Daniels in her lawsuit against Trump for paying to keep her quiet about an alleged tryst.
Their side was constantly making him out to be a hero and brave and I believe Stephanie Miller, a
progressive talk show host, used the word ‘dreamy’ to describe him. The press on their side also
made him out to be a hero and even considered him to be a potential presidential candidate. Our
side would best be represented by Tucker Carlson on Fox who referred to him as ‘the creepy porn
lawyer.’ Avenatti is now in jail for trying to extort money from Nike, and should be in jail for
bilking/defrauding his other clients, including Stormy, out of money.
Let’s begin with: I doubt any Glenn Beck listeners voted for Joe Biden. Rush used to say that the
other side would call our side ‘racists, sexists, bigots and homophobes.’ So I guess the other side
must be the opposite. Let’s use that as a starting point.
Their side considers conservatives racists. What is a racist? Well the L.A. Times, a publication that
leans less than conservative, recently labeled Larry Elder ‘the black face of white supremacy,’ and
since he was running as a Republican, I guess racists are those like Larry Elder. I would include
other conservatives like Thomas Sowell, Shelby Steele, Bob Woodson, Burgess Owens, Candice
Owens, and many other black conservatives that I would consider on our side. So I guess our side is
the side that allows black people to be what they want to be in our party and the other side is the
side that calls those people of color names and considers them tokens.
Our side claims to be pro police. Their side says defund police. Mayors and legislators in various
cities, mostly democrat, have defunded police departments. Some have even rethought that choice
as crime has risen. But I think a more telling argument for their side would be the FBI. Now how
could our FBI be on ANY side? Their side would make comments like: James Comey was a
Republican. And that leads us to a dichotomy: sometimes the other side simply claims to be
conservative. Trump’s FBI, run by fake Republicans like James Comey and even Chris Wray, were
involved in some of the most egregious and probably illegal ‘investigations’ this country has ever
witnessed. They weren’t on our side.
Our side under Trump used a predator drone to kill Soleimani, a notorious General in the Iranian
Republican Guard who was responsible for the killing of numerous American servicemen in Iraq
and Syria, and their side under Biden used a predator drone to kill an American aid worker and
seven children who probably never harmed or even talked badly about American servicemen.
Our side, under Trump, dropped the Mother of All Bombs, or MOAB, on the Taliban and their tunnel
networks for violating agreements and killing American servicemen. Their side bailed out of
Afghanistan, leaving hundreds and possibly thousands of American citizens and Afghan allies
stranded, possibly with death sentences, and gave the Taliban $84B in military hardware.
Our side under Trump had the Stay in Mexico policy and slowed illegal immigration with a wall and
increased border presence. Their side opened the border, allowing illegal aliens, drugs and child sex

trafficking to flourish. They also stopped the wall progress and invited 15,000 Haitians from South
America to camp in Texas.
Our side, with Mark Milley in charge of the Pentagon worked diligently and patriotically with Nancy
Pelosi the second in line to the president, to save the nation by observing that President Biden,
being cognitively impaired, could possibly irrationally attack our enemy China, the same China that
his son was involved with financially and who he benefitted from because of that involvement. Our
good general Milley assured Congress that if they invoked the 25th Amendment, he would secure
the nuclear codes in order to prevent the cognitively impaired Biden from making a preemptive
nuclear strike, thus saving the country and the world from World War 3. Their side, irrationally or
possibly nefariously, surmised that President Trump was ‘crazy,’ to use Nancy Pelosi’s own words
from a transcript obtained by CNN, and traitorously conspired against the elected president with
the unstable General Milley to secure the nuclear codes, which by law were solely the responsibility
of the president, and to warn our enemy China if the president were to order a military action
against them.
Most on our side obviously know full well that the ‘our side’ described above never happened, but
maybe should have. The ‘their side’ is described in a book by Bob Woodward and Robert Costa and
if not true should result in the slander lawsuit of the century. The problem is, their side looks at this
event, fact or fiction, as honorable. How can they?
I love this country. I served honorably for 23 years in the United States Marine Corps. In those 23
years I never even suspected that a military officer, who by act of congress served at the PLEASURE
OF THE PRESIDENT, would even consider going behind the back of the Commander in Chief to
conspire with our adversary to subvert his authority. That officer should have been reported up the
chain of command and to every congressman. This is treason, and their side with Nancy Pelosi and
Mark Milley should recognize it, BUT THEY DON’T. Why?
A friend told me a joke that could explain it. There was a formation of soldiers staring at a blank
white wall. The sergeant stood in front of the first soldier and asked him what color the wall was.
The soldier answered: White. The sergeant promptly shot him in the head. The sergeant walked up
to the second soldier and asked him what color the wall was. The soldier fearing for his life said: I
don’t know. The sergeant shot him in the head. The sergeant then confronted the third soldier with
the same question. The third soldier said (nervously): Any color you say it is Sergeant. The sergeant
said ‘Right.’
Now here we are, the other side is in charge. They figuratively stand in front of us in the
mainstream media and tell us:
-Climate change will cause the world to end in 10 years and if we argue the point with alternative
theories we are labeled climate change deniers and they cancel us on Twitter.
-They claim the COVID vaccine is the answer to the COVID pandemic, and when we bring up
therapeutics like Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine, they cancel us on Twitter. (They also haven’t
allowed hospitals to administer those therapeutics, so effectively shot thousands of Americans in
the head)
-Their side repeatedly, for several months, tears down statues and burns down and loots cities in
the name of police racism, and when the police arrest them, the Vice Presidential candidate, Kamala
Harris, bails them out and allows them back on the street to loot and burn some more and murder
other Americans.
-Our side conducts a mostly peaceful protest over a presidential election with numerous
irregularities, allows it to get somewhat out of hand, but the only one killed in the event was an
unarmed former military woman, by an overzealous Capitol police officer. Their side labels the

protest an insurrection and locks up individuals who never even entered the Capitol on that day
and doesn’t even charge them with a crime.
-Their side says ‘my body my choice’ and demands that abortion clinics and hospitals be allowed to
abort a human baby up until natural birth. Our side says ‘my body my choice’ to decide whether or
not to receive an experimental vaccine, and their side labels us science deniers and won’t let us in
restaurants.
What color is the wall? When their side is in charge, any color they say it is.

